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ABSTRACT

Predicting student success has long been an interest of institutions of higher education as well as organisations responsible for preparing high-stake, standardised tests administered at national and international levels. This study discusses how performance prediction studies have evolved from those that use demographic data and high school grades to predict success in college to those that utilise sophisticated data collected in non-traditional educational platforms to predict end-of-course performance and to those that show how student progress can be tracked in a continuous manner. A total of 56 studies published since the nineties are discussed. Views on strengths and weaknesses as well as observed opportunities for improvement are presented. The consistently high results reported in many of the studies shall convince the reader that automated solutions to the problem of predicting student progress and performance can either be tailored for specific settings or can be adopted from similar settings in which they have been utilized successfully. A recommendation on how to build upon recent success is provided.
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1. INTRODUCTION

Assessment in education is usually carried out to achieve one of two goals. The more common of the two is summative assessment, which is intended to measures the extent to which students have achieved pre-specified learning goals and is usually carried out at specific intervals. Midterms and final exams are the most common examples of such type of assessment. Formative assessment, on the other hand, is carried out with the goal of guiding and supervising students to achieve expected learning goals. It allows students to continuously measure their progress and to identify their strengths and weaknesses in grasping a subject matter.

Regardless of the stark differences between the goals they set out to achieve, the two forms of assessment share the general objective of measuring student performance. Among other factors, the effectiveness of this measurement largely depends on its design and timeliness.

The effectiveness of standardised and high-stake summative assessment practices in measuring student performance is open to debate. The intended purpose of this study, however, is not to shade more light on this topic but to demonstrate how researchers have turned to data analysis and machine learning techniques to predict outcomes of widely used assessment practices such as midterms and final exams.

Traditional assessment tasks are usually prohibitive by nature as they require substantial amount of time to design and administer. For this reason, it is rear to see summative assessment tests being continuously administered throughout a course. The implied burden of continuous
summative assessment does not entail that it is ineffective. It, nonetheless, makes it unpopular amongst those who are proponents of formative assessment and other student-centric practices.

The major goal of prediction systems is to provide timely information that would help stakeholders to either make the required preparations in to handle predicted events well or to make the necessary adjustments to avert harmful events. Performance prediction is no different in that it is carried out with the intention of providing students and teachers information that can be used to measure progress and to identify those at risk of failure well ahead of time so that appropriate measures could be taken both on parts of the teacher and the student to avoid such risk. For this reason, timeliness shall be regarded as a necessary albeit a hardly sufficient condition for the effectiveness of performance prediction and other prediction models in general.

This study investigates a selected number of studies from the student performance literature available to-date to determine whether performance prediction practices have evolved significantly over the years. It examines parameters that have been of interest in making such prediction. It also discusses the role that advances in computer science and related disciplines have played and continue to do so in improving research in this area. The study highlights the importance of using prediction models to provide timely feedback and how this can be achieved using continuous prediction of student progress.

Research in performance prediction has led to a significant number of publications over the past forty years. An effective review of such literature should have several themes as its focus. Initial investigation of the literature has revealed topics and educational settings that have been of specific interest in this research area. Most studies have been conducted in higher education settings and apply one or more machine learning algorithms to build performance prediction models. For this reason, it was decided to limit the focus to the review of studies in higher education that applied machine learning techniques to student performance data collected in traditional or online learning environments, or both.

The phrase ‘predict student performance’ was used to carry out a literature search on IEE Explore, ACM digital library and Google Scholar databases. Initial filtering was applied to the top hundred results from each search based on the titles of the studies. A further selection among the remaining 131 studies excluded studies that did not specifically address student performance prediction or were not conducted in a higher education setting. Fifty-six studies were included in the final list of studies to be reviewed. Of these, 10 provided either unclear or little information to be included in the statistical summaries provided. Although a comparison of the studies according to several qualitative parameters also covers these 10 studies, the charts presented here use data from the remaining 46 studies.

The next section presents an analysis of how the sources of prediction data have evolved since the early performance prediction studies. Several dimensions were identified in the process of comparing the studies. Many of the studies are conducted in undergraduate-level computer science or engineering courses. Details of this observation are provided in section 3. In section 4, whether predictions focused on a simple outcome such as a pass or fail, or more complex outcomes such as specific marks or grades are used to compare the studies. One-off versus continuous predictions made by the studies are addressed in section 5. Investigation of the studies to determine what parameters may prove to be good predictors of student performance and what factors may lead to better results is presented in section 6. Section 7 and 8 focus on the array of prediction algorithms used in the studies and on studies that utilised large amounts of data from Massive Open Online Courses (MOOCs), respectively.
Common evaluation metrics may not provide accurate information about the performance of a prediction model that serves as a tool of early intervention. This is because the major goal of such a model is to avoid the predicted outcome. A brief note on this concern is provided in section 9. The final section provides a discussion and a few recommendations for the continued improvement and institutional-level adoption of student performance prediction.

2. Evolution of Data Sources in Student Performance Prediction

Revisiting earlier studies regarding student performance prediction reveals that they were born out of the debate whether standardized tests could predict student success in later years of higher education ([1], [2], [3]).

Consequently, earlier research focused on determining whether grades standardised test results that were obtained at earlier levels of education could predict well student success in later years of higher education ([4], [5], [6], [7]). Recent studies that still consider student performance at the lower levels of education incorporate additional parameters obtained from more recent achievements of students such as freshman and sophomore years as well ([8], [9], [10], [11]).

Most performance prediction studies have now become more refined in the parameters they utilise, the statistical measures they employ and the outcomes they predict. Demographic data, performance on take-home assignments, projects, and other tasks and activity on online learning and assessment platforms have all been to build end-of-course or end-of-programme performance prediction models.

The advent of the Internet and the World Wide Web (WWW) have made it possible to construct online interaction environments, paving the way for the collection of student data in an unparalleled manner. Accordingly, recent research in performance prediction has augmented traditional parameters with student activity data obtained from online educational environments. This phenomenon has helped ease the transition from prediction of a binary outcome such as a pass or a fail to prediction of more sophisticated and fine-grained outcomes such as actual grades and continuous, numerical scores.

Examples of studies that utilised information from students’ activities in online learning and assessment platforms in predicting performance include ([12], [13], [14], [15], [16], [17], [18]). Figures 1 and 2 show the studies reviewed here categorised according to the types and variety of the data sources they used. Many studies used multiple data sources. The chart in figure 1, therefore, shows a higher number than the actual 46 studies.

Figure 1: Studies by source of prediction data (N=46)
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3. COURSE LEVELS AND SUBJECT AREAS

Many the studies that reported the subject areas they were conducted in used data from courses administered as part of either computer science or engineering programmes at the undergraduate level. Of these, many focused on predicting performance of freshman and second year students enrolled in introductory level courses.

Reasons behind the lack of similar studies in other subject areas or at different course levels remain an assumption. Two partial explanations may be that utilising machine learning algorithms is an immediate advantage that researchers in the field of computer science have. It could also be that performance prediction has more impact when conducted at earlier years of college education. Figures 3 and 4 show the studies categorised according two subject areas and course levels.

4. GRANULARITY OF PERFORMANCE PREDICTION – OVERALL SUCCESS VERSUS SPECIFIC OUTCOME

Apart from the techniques they use, studies seeking to predict student performance differ in how they interpret performance. A generic approach is to predict an outcome that is binary in nature. Some of the studies reviewed follow this approach to predict overall outcome such as passing or failing a course or even forecasting successful completion of college as marked by graduation ([19], [20], [21], [22], [23]). Others have taken a further step in predicting the classification of the degree or achievement ([24], [25]).
A performance prediction spectrum could be inferred from these studies, with prediction of a binary outcome, such as a pass or fail, placed on one end of the spectrum and prediction of a specific numerical score, on the other. Within these two extents lie prediction or a range within which a score would fall and prediction of numerical or letter grades.

Figure 5 shows the studies grouped according to the outcomes they predicted. Some of these studies predicted overall success as well as specific outcomes. Predicting overall success in a timely manner serves as a mechanism of early intervention. Timely prediction of a range or scores or grades has, however, a more powerful formative value as it provides granular information about specific performance categories of students ([26]).

In recent years, prediction of student performance has become more fine-grained and sophisticated. Researchers now seek to predict actual scores for tests and assignments as well as final scores and grades for an entire course. In its simplest form, effective prediction of such outcomes has a two-part requirement. The type and amount of student data that is to be collected forms one part and the data analysis and choice of prediction techniques form the other.
5. **One-Off Versus Continuous Prediction – The Case of Summative and Formative Prediction Models**

Performance prediction models provide several advantages for both students and teachers. In summative assessment environments, prediction only provides information about end-of-course performance or overall performance in later years of higher education. In contrast, student-centred performance prediction aims to continuously provide information on the progress of students. Such information is helpful for students because, if properly utilised, it helps them identify their strengths and weaknesses in certain topics in a course and gives them the opportunity to act accordingly. It also helps the teacher measure the overall progress of the class and identify those students that may require special supervision. Borrowing from assessment terminology, student performance prediction can therefore be categorised into formative and summative.

The parameters that are chosen to act as predictors of student performance essentially determine the type of prediction that is to be made. Some predictor attributes, once obtained, are highly unlikely to evolve over time. Hence, it is claimed that although they may provide important information about expected performance when used together with other dynamic variables, they hardly contribute to measuring student progress when used separately to build prediction models.

To demonstrate this, a scenario where student success at the end of the first year of college is predicted when the student is about to enrol in the first-year courses is considered. A common approach for building such prediction models is to train a machine-learning algorithm with student performance data collected from the final years of high school combined with students' demographic data. It has been shown such data are indeed good predictors of success at a critical point such as the end of the first year of college studies ([6], [27], [28], [29], [30], [31], [32], [33]). However, much of the demographic data seldom changes and academic performance history from earlier years never does. For this reason, if a student’s performance is predicted halfway through the first year using the same model, the predictions remain unchanged. Consequently, the use of such static parameters alone only allows making one-off predictions.

When combined with data that changes over time, demographic and previous academic performance data provide more information and can be used to measure progress. While static data provide information about a student’s background, dynamic data such as the number of assignments completed to-date provide progress information. Together, static and dynamic data constitute a student profile.

There is no specific combination of static and dynamic student data that should apply to all prediction models. However, it should be noted that the higher the proportion of static data the less powerful the model would be in predicting progress. Therefore, studies that investigate whether it is possible to provide continuous performance predictions to students should weigh the worth of including static parameters in the prediction process.

One way of predicting progress is through predicting performance at specific intervals within a course. For instance, [34] show how to predict performance on specific course modules.

In general, experiments that aim to predict student progress could be set up in a way that predictions made at a specific point during the course utilise data from previously enrolled students up to the specific point of prediction. This could provide information on how students from previous batches with similar progress levels performed at the end of the course. In experiments that utilise machine learning algorithms, this implies training the models with a portion of the available data set that covers the period from the start of the course to the specific
point of prediction only, and not on the entire data set. [26] Demonstrate this approach using peer-assessment data.

Online educational platforms provide a unique advantage of collecting dynamic data and are the perfect environment to build progress prediction models upon. Studies that utilise such platforms to provide predictions at several intervals of a course include [35], [36], [15]. These studies serve as evidence that static data can be done away with when predicting progress, without affecting prediction performance.

Because one-off predictions usually focus on predicting end-of-course performance, they hardly provide information about progress, which is important for students if they are to adjust accordingly. In this manner, such predictions may be considered as having only summative value. Nonetheless, about half of the studies that made one-off predictions (N=19) could be transformed to make continuous predictions because the prediction models could be applied to incomplete data obtained at several intervals during the course.

Figure 6 shows the studies categorized according to whether they make one-off (N=21) or continuous predictions (N=6) and those that make one-off predictions but could be transformed to provide continuous predictions (N=19).

![Figure 6: Studies by frequency of prediction (N=46)](image)

6. What Are Good Predictors of Student Success and How Good Are the Predictions?

Despite the abundance of studies in performance prediction and the parameters used in making predictions, it is difficult to single out parameters as outstanding predictors that have consistently significant values across the studies reviewed. Two immediate reasons for this may be the variation in the setup of experiments and the prediction algorithms used. Other factors include the amount of data and the course or discipline within which the studies were conducted.

Nonetheless, studies that used a higher number of predictor parameters and a larger number of student records reported higher results. Because online learning and assessment environments simplify the collection of student activity data, and hence allow inclusion of parameters about such activity in the prediction process, studies that used online educational platforms appeared to report significantly better results.
Similarly, predictors that were built using data from a large cohort of students or utilised data collected over long periods of time, had high performance accuracy. It should, however, be noted that accuracy may not be the right choice of performance evaluation technique, especially when prediction is essentially a classification task. In such scenarios, other metrics such as precision, recall, F1 scores and False Positive Rates could be used as they provide more representative and realistic information about how well a prediction model performs. This is especially true when a prediction model is evaluated according to how many at-risk students it identifies and how many it fails to do so.

Most the studies used previous academic performance data (N=21), many in combination with other data such as online activity logs. Fourteen of the studies used demographic data in making predictions. A comparison of the data sources and the reported performance results revealed that demographic data are more effective when used in combination with two or more other data sources such as online activity logs and previous academic performance data. Indeed, those studies that used solely demographic data or in combination with only one other data source reported moderate performance levels.

In contrast, studies that included partial marks, mid-term results and assignment scores reported higher results. The highest results were reported by studies which included three or more of these parameters in their predictions.

7. Prediction Techniques and Algorithms

Many the studies reviewed follow the approach of applying a range of machine learning algorithms to their data set and choosing the algorithm that reports the highest level of performance. The most common of these algorithms are Linear Regression, Neural Networks, Support Vector Machines, Naïve Bayes Classifier, and Decision Trees. A few studies use a combination of classifiers for improved predictions ([37], [24], [38]).

Other studies that follow less common approaches include those that use Markov Networks ([39]), Collaborative Multi-Regression models ([40]), smartphone data to investigation the correlation between students’ social and study behaviour and academic performance ([41]) and those that perform Sentiment Analysis of discussion form posts in MOOCs ([42]). Yet, some studies discuss algorithms developed for the sole purpose of student performance prediction ([43], [44]).

The prediction algorithms used depend on the type of outcome being predicted. When predicting a binary outcome such as pass or fail, classification algorithms or algorithms that predict an outcome with a certain probability, such as Naïve Bayes Classifier, Decision Trees and Neural Nets are common. When predicting numerical scores, algorithms such as Linear Regression, Support Vector Machines may be applied.

Figure 7 shows the studies categorised by the type of prediction algorithm they used. Those that applied more than one algorithm are grouped under the ‘multiple’ category.
One of the factors that may weaken the appeal of MOOCs as complementary to, or even replacements of, traditional course administration practices is the fact that they are plagued by high attrition rates ([45]). It is, hence, not surprising that most student performance prediction studies that involve MOOCs have focused on predicting student dropout.

Because MOOCs are inherently tied to web-based platforms, the task of collecting data regarding student activity is only as challenging as building the platforms themselves. MOOCs allow gathering of immense amounts of data from students that do not necessarily attend courses from the same geographic region. Consequently, the diversity and size of the data collected by such platforms is unparalleled.

The impact of the unique advantage provided by using online course administration systems is immediately apparent in the performance levels of prediction models that are built on such data. Although the outcomes they predict are less complex when compared to models that predict grades or final scores, predictors in MOOCs consistently perform better than their counterparts built on top of traditional educational settings.

The abundance of data collected by such systems is not limited to improving prediction performance. In fact, many MOOC-related studies set out to explore other pedagogical aspects such as discovery of factors that determine student success in courses administered in a MOOC format. Among such factors are patterns captured from participation in online forums such as the length of posts in online discussion forums and whether a student is the creator of a discussion thread ([46]).

Other activities that may be used as features for building MOOC dropout prediction models include number of video lecture downloads, number of completed quizzes, number of completed tasks, click-stream data, the amount of time spent on course modules and the number of days students are active ([47], [25], [36], [35], [47], [48], [49], [50]).
9. THE POTENTIAL PARADOX OF AN EFFECTIVE PERFORMANCE PREDICTION SYSTEM

A straightforward approach to testing the performance of models that predict favourable outcomes is to compare such predictions with actual outcomes. Such an approach, however, may not apply to systems that predict unfavourable outcomes or even catastrophic events as the very essence of these predictive systems is rooted in their ability to provide information to those responsible for preventing the predicted events.

If common evaluation techniques are used to measure the performance of prediction systems that help avert unfavourable outcomes, evaluation results will lead to the conclusion that these prediction models do not perform well. By the same argument, a conclusion that these models are good predictors implies bearing the consequences of unfavourable outcomes. Although this paradoxical nature of evaluating prediction models is somewhat non-existent in models that predict natural catastrophes, it is still evident in models that provide timely prediction of student performance.

Concretely, a question is raised about how to test the performance of a model that predicts an outcome in a timely manner if the very performance of the models is rooted in its ability to provide information that avoids the predicted outcome. In the case of student performance prediction, timely prediction helps identify students who are at risk of failing. If that information is acted upon properly, the undesired outcome, failing a course is averted. Classical evaluation techniques such as prediction accuracy would provide the misleading conclusion that the model does not perform well, when it indeed does.

The performance of such non-traditional prediction models can be tested in two ways. An approach that is common to many well-designed research experiments is to divide subjects into experimental and control groups. In a class of students divided into such two groups, continuous and timely prediction will be provided to both groups but only those in the experimental group will be supervised according to the information provided by the prediction model. At the end of the course, analysing how many at-risk students in both groups, as predicted by the model, improved and eventually passed the course shall reveal the true performance of the prediction model. Traditional performance evaluation techniques could be used to evaluate the performance of the model on the control group. Statistical methods that measure how varied two sets of outcomes are can be used to judge how good the prediction model performs on the experimental group. Ideally, large differences between predictions and actual outcomes would imply that the prediction model has helped avoid the undesired outcome.

This approach, however, entails more risk for students in the control group as they may not benefit from the prediction and may indeed fail the course. Another approach that does not partition students into distinct groups involves periodic evaluation of only those students that the prediction model deems to be at-risk of failing. Although this method implies more work on part of the teacher, it provides invaluable information about the actual progress of the student. As noted in earlier sections, this approach is typical in formative assessment scenarios.

10. DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSION

Research in predicting student performance has been around for years. Initial investigations started as a way of seeking to establish whether standardised tests actually measure student performance in later years of education. Consequently, earlier studies leveraged statistical methods such as correlation coefficients to measure the relationship between such test results and
exam results obtained during college education. The most common independent variables in such studies were composed of student demographic data and high school grades in several subjects. The dependent variables were often cumulative major or overall GPAs obtained in the first or last years of college.

Much of performance prediction research has focused on the disciplines of computer science and engineering. Although not far-fetched, the argument that researchers in these disciplines have at their disposal tools and know-how to build better mathematical prediction models may not explain the observation very well, especially when there is nothing to suggest that nature of the data used to build prediction models in these disciplines is essentially unique from those in other disciplines. It is hoped that the availability of computerised tools that provide an array of prediction algorithms serve as a motivation for researchers in other fields to carry out similar studies, which may support findings of current research.

Although earlier research sought to establish whether it was possible to make predictions that were binary in nature, such as predicting passing or failing a course, recent studies have managed to predict specific grades with high accuracy. In fact, some studies go as far as predicting specific scores, and with very small errors. In general, predicting outcome becomes more and more difficult as the number of possible outcomes grows. Hence, studies that predict actual scores have historically been less accurate than those that predict whether a student passes or fails a course. However, significant increase in performance is noted in score prediction models when the amount of data available for training the models is considerably large. However, this does not necessarily imply that prediction accuracy can be improved without bound by introducing more and more data. It is possible that after a certain point, prediction performance may not improve despite that introduction of new data. This is because although size of the data plays an important role, the prediction parameters and the algorithm in use are just as important. After all, it is learning algorithms that use many parameters – algorithms with low bias – and large training data, which provide low variance, that constitute a good prediction model.

Whether prediction is intended for summative or formative purposes highly determines the approach to building the model. While educational policy makers may be more interested in determining whether national and standardised tests are good predictors of long-term student performance, teachers benefit more from information that provides insight into student progress. Students benefit from timely information about their progress as well because it gives them the opportunity to act accordingly. The parameters that are chosen to build the model should reflect this notion of progress as well.

A plot of the number of publications per year for the studies reviewed indicated that research in performance prediction had progressed at a slow pace since the early nineties, with typically none to three studies published every year. However, it was observed that this has changed recently due to a sharp increase in the number of publications, with 41 studies published since 2010 alone. As evidenced in this study, this sharp increase goes hand in hand with the wide adoption by higher education institutions of online learning and assessment platforms, the most popular of which are Massive Open Online Courses (MOOCs).

The vast amount of educational data that is continuously generated in online learning environments has enabled the building of high performance and sophisticated prediction models. Performance levels of prediction models discussed in recent studies, most of which use data from online educational platforms, are consistently high. Nevertheless, more informative performance evaluation metrics shall provide the true performance levels of prediction models. When considering student performance prediction models, misclassifying students who are at risk as
‘not at risk’ has more consequences than if the reverse was true. Use of more robust evaluation metrics that capture such information is therefore in order.

Performance prediction algorithms provide more information about predictor variables than just performance statistics. The reason behind choosing a specific classification algorithm should not only be due to its better performance than other classification algorithms provided by the software utilised. The question of why a specific machine learning technique or statistical measure is more suitable than others is seldom addressed by the studies reviewed. The answers to this question are very likely to reveal additional, yet crucial, information about the data set under consideration and may even indicate which variables have higher impact on the predicted outcome.

Unfortunately, analysis of prediction results and how they may support or contradict common belief regarding predictors of student performance has often been a task left for the reader to ponder in most studies that iterate through each algorithm available in the toolkit and choose the one that outperforms all the rest.

Yet, there are exemplary studies that demonstrate how performance prediction studies should be conducted, how prediction parameters and results should be analysed, how comparisons with other approaches should be presented and that provide elaborate explanations of expected outcomes and peculiarities of observations. Examples of such research are discussed in various recent works ([38], [39], [44], [41], [42], [49], [15]).

Despite some pitfalls that exist in the design of some prediction models, research in student performance prediction has arguably reached a stage that warrants its integration into practical educational settings, albeit with caution. Indeed, studies that discuss how good prediction models have been integrated into existing courses with success shall encourage others that are contemplating such an integration.
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